
Abstract: The advancement and innovations in wireless communication technologies including the Internet of Things have massively changed the paradigms of health-based services. In particular, during the COVID-19 pandemic, the trends of working from home have been promoted. Wireless body area network technology frameworks help sufferers in remotely obtaining scientific remedies from physicians through the Internet without paying a visit to the clinics. IoT sensor nodes are incorporated into the clinical device to allow health workers to consult the patients’ fitness conditions in real time. Insecure wireless communication channels make unauthorized access to fitness-related records and manipulation of IoT sensor nodes attached to the patient’s bodies possible, as a result of security flaws. As a result, IoT-enabled devices are threatened by a number of well-known attacks, including impersonation, replay, man-in-the-middle, and denial-of-service assaults. Modern authentication schemes do solve these issues, but they frequently involve challenging mathematical concepts that raise processing and transmission costs. In this paper, we propose a lightweight, secure, and efficient symmetric key exchange algorithm and remote user authentication scheme. Our research proposal presents a successful privacy-protecting method for remote users and provides protection against known attacks. When compared to conventional options, this technique significantly reduces calculation costs by up to 37.68% and transmission costs by up to 32.55%.
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1. Introduction

The use of 5G and the Internet of Things (IoT) have revolutionary changed and created innovation in different sectors [1]. IoT applications are already being deployed extensively, in various domains such as wearables, smart homes, smart cities, agriculture, industrial automation, and healthcare. The main challenges for IoT in different sectors include ensuring security and privacy, managing power consumption, developing scalable architecture, integrating with existing systems, selecting appropriate components, and testing smart devices for reliability [2]. Remote user verification and data privacy challenges are a top priority in IoT-based applications in different sectors [3]. The IoT is the backbone of the smart healthcare ecosystems [4]. The healthcare ecosystem is a complex network of organizations, individuals, and resources involved in delivering healthcare services [5]. It includes healthcare providers such as hospitals, clinics, and physicians, as well as insurance companies, government agencies, pharmaceutical companies, medical device manufacturers, and patients [6]. The healthcare ecosystem is constantly evolving and adapting to changes in technology, healthcare policies, and patient needs [7]. IoT-based smart healthcare systems have become popular in recent years. IoT-based healthcare enables the remote monitoring, real-time tracking of patient data, and improves the communication between patients and
healthcare providers [8]. Effective healthcare ecosystems require collaboration and coordination between all the different entities such as patients, healthcare professionals, clinical devices, smart equipment, and limitless wireless sensors [9]. This includes sharing information, resources, and best practices to mitigate the affected person’s consequences and decrease costs [10]. Some common characteristics such as equity, comprehensive services, adequate workforce, information systems, and infrastructure are crucial for healthcare ecosystems [11]. The goal of the healthcare ecosystem is to provide accessible, high-quality care to patients while also promoting innovation and efficiency [12]. IoT-based healthcare has the ability to enhance the affected person’s results, lessen healthcare expenses, and improve the care quality [13]. However, it is essential to ensure that patient data are safe and healthcare providers have the necessary infrastructure and training to use the IoT effectively.

A wireless sensor network (WSN) is a network of sensors that communicate wirelessly to perform various tasks such as monitoring, data collection, and control [14]. A sensor has low computing and communication powers that detect or measure a physical quantity such as temperature, pressure, or light intensity [15]. IoT-based wireless body area networks (WBANs) are a type of wireless network that involves using small, low-power sensors or devices placed on or inside a person’s body to monitor various physiological and environmental parameters such as heart rate, temperature, blood pressure, and oxygen levels [16]. These devices communicate with a central hub or gateway that collects and analyzes the data and may also transmit the data to a remote location for further processing [17]. In healthcare, WBANs can be used to monitor patients’ vital signs remotely, enabling doctors and caregivers to make real-time decisions about patient care [18]. One of the key challenges of WBANs is ensuring that the sensors are reliable and accurate, as well as ensuring that wireless communication is secure and private [19]. WBANs have a high chance of eavesdropping, man-in-the-middle (MITM), and impersonation attacks [20,21]. Critical information about the patients is exchanged in healthcare applications. The malicious interest by way of an adversary could endanger the patient’s life. A patient’s sensitive data are only to be accessible to valid users such as doctors and clinical staff [22]. So, it is necessary to allow access only to authorized remote users. The healthcare system needs to guarantee security services including privacy, facts’ integrity, and confidentiality of a patient’s fitness documents.

1.1. Motivation and Contribution

Work from home has been promoted during the COVID-19 pandemic. The IoT can help healthcare providers monitor patients remotely, which can enhance patient care and decrease healthcare costs [23,24]. Patients can use IoT devices to track their vital signs, including coronary heart rate, blood stress, and blood glucose range, and transmit these data to healthcare providers in real time. This can help healthcare providers detect health problems early and provide timely intervention. However, the sensitive clinical statistics of the patient are at high risk if the data are accessed remotely, due to the fact that the communication channels are insecure [25]. In this paper, the authentication issue is highlighted so that an authentic user can only monitor the health condition of the patient remotely over an insecure network. Authentication schemes stop unauthorized users from accessing network resources over vulnerable networks [26]. The available authentication schemes for IoT-based healthcare services cannot resist major network attacks. Moreover, existing schemes adopt complicated procedures that consume high computation and communication costs. So, such authentication schemes are not recommended for the resource-constrained environment that demands a lightweight scheme in terms of low computation and communication costs. Therefore, this paper introduces a lightweight remote user authentication scheme for IoT-based healthcare services by using a strong and simple symmetric session key exchange algorithm. The essential contributions of this research study are as follows:
An efficient, cost-effective, and simple IoT-based secure platform is proposed in this research. The security model adopts a strong and simple symmetric session key exchange algorithm. The effectiveness of the plan against several types of known attacks is demonstrated. The proposed system model only allows the registered and verified users to be granted entry into the healthcare network. A detailed comparison analysis of the proposed model is conducted with the existing models to compute the cost of the proposed model with respect to communication and computation costs.

1.2. Organization of the Paper

Section 2 delves into the related work, providing an overview of prior research in the field. Sections 3 and 4 focus on the system model and the secure authentication scheme, offering comprehensive explanations of these components. Section 5 is dedicated to the formal analysis, where rigorous examination and evaluation take place. Section 6 presents the findings derived from the analysis, offering insights and observations. Finally, in Section 7, this paper draws its conclusions, summarizing the key takeaways, and contributions.

2. Related Works

Authentication is a manner of verifying the legitimacy of a user or system before granting access to the required service [27]. The authentication process is an integral part of information security. Remote user authentication is necessary for IoT-based systems when the public network is vulnerable. In IoT-based remote patient healthcare monitoring systems, the sensitive data of the patients are collected through different sensors and accessed by healthcare professionals through the Internet. Multiple security services have been proposed in the existing research for healthcare and are discussed in this section.

In [28], Challa et al. proposed an ECC-based user authentication that is heavy with respect to computation and communication [29,30]. Moreover, Jia et al. [31] found that the scheme [28] does not provide security against impersonate attacks. Zhou et al. [32] introduced an authentication scheme for IoT-based cloud architectures. However, the scheme is vulnerable to privileged insider attacks, MITM attacks, replay attacks, and impersonation attacks [33]. Moreover, this scheme adopted a complicated mathematical procedure that increases the computation and communication costs.

Farash et al. [34] proposed a user authentication and key management protocol for IoT-based WSNs. However, Amin et al. [35] found numerous drawbacks of this protocol and diagnosed vulnerability against user impersonation and offline password-guessing attacks. In addition, this scheme adopted a complicated mathematical procedure that increases the computation and communication costs.

Sharma et al. [36] introduced a user authentication scheme for IoT-based cloud healthcare systems. However, the researchers in [37] proved that the scheme does not offer security services against insider attacks. In addition, the scheme exchanges a significant size of messages during authentication. Wazid et al. [38] proposed a device authentication scheme and key management protocol for IoT-based edge computing. However, this scheme increases computation and communication costs. So, this scheme is not suitable for resource-constrained devices.

Masud et al. [39] proposed an anonymity-preserving user authentication scheme for IoT-based healthcare. This scheme adopted a complicated and lengthy procedure for user authentication. Therefore, the scheme increases computation and communication costs. Rana et al. [40] extended their work presented in [41] and proposed an upgraded scheme by ensuring secure communication over the public channel. The authors claimed that their proposed secure communication system is most suitable for IoT infrastructure. But the scheme exchanges a significant amount of messages. So, the scheme increases communication costs.
Son et al. [42] found that the scheme presented in [43] is vulnerable to various attacks such as offline password guessing, impersonation, privileged insider, and known session-specific temporary information attacks. Therefore, the authors proposed a novel authentication scheme that resolved the security problems found in [43]. The scheme uses only hash and exclusive-OR operations to be applicable in IoT environments. Kumar et al. [44] proposed a physical uncloneable function (PUF) based on the multi-factor authentication technique for IoT-based healthcare. The scheme adopts a complicated and lengthy procedure for user authentication and exchanges a significant amount of messages. Therefore, the scheme increases computation and communication costs. So, this scheme is not suitable for smart devices.

Chen et al. [45] analyzed and observed that the scheme presented in [39] cannot effectively resist against privileged internal attacks, sensor node capture attacks, and stolen authentication attacks. The scheme does not have perfect forward security. Therefore, the authors proposed a new lightweight and robust user authentication scheme for IoT-based healthcare and resolved the security vulnerabilities that existed in [39]. However, the scheme adopts a complex procedure for user authentication. So, the scheme is not suitable for smart devices. Qualitative comparisons between existing schemes based on computation and communication costs are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Qualitative comparisons between existing schemes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Components</th>
<th>[38]</th>
<th>[39]</th>
<th>[40]</th>
<th>[42]</th>
<th>[44]</th>
<th>[45]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Computation Cost (ms)</td>
<td>0.1236</td>
<td>0.0853</td>
<td>0.1101</td>
<td>0.0656</td>
<td>0.0749</td>
<td>0.0762</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication Cost (bits)</td>
<td>2976</td>
<td>2048</td>
<td>3296</td>
<td>1600</td>
<td>4822</td>
<td>1792</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Messages Exchanged</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There are several attacks that are possible in the existing schemes reviewed in this section, such as reply attacks and MITM attacks. The mentioned schemes failed to address the amenity features to strengthen remote user privacy. The analysis shows that the proposed schemes are heavy with respect to communication, computation, and overheads, which can be overcome by giving motivation to lightweight authentication methods. To address the mentioned loophole in the existing schemes, our research proposes an efficient authentication mechanism to prevent unauthorized users from accessing the resources remotely.

3. System Model and Security Goals

3.1. IoT-Based System Model

The system model of the next-generation IoT-based healthcare environment is depicted in Figure 1. In the healthcare environment, several components such as physicians as remote users, patients, IoT-based sensor nodes, gateway or servers, access points (APs), etc., communicate with each other and exchange sensitive data.

3.1.1. Remote User (Physician)

The physician connects to the server remotely through a recourse-constraint mobile device and wants to access the sensor nodes to see the patient’s reports. It is necessary to verify the remote user’s legitimacy before granting access. The physician updates the patient’s history online.

3.1.2. Gateway/Server

The server behaves as a gateway among sensor nodes and remote users. The server is a powerful machine that verifies the legitimacy of the remote users and grants access to the resources available in the healthcare environment. The server also plays a role as a registration authority (RA). We assume that the server contains a secure database and that the attacker cannot access data stored in the database.
3.1.3. IoT-Based Sensor Nodes

Sensor nodes are low-power equipment that performs restricted computation and communication processes. IoT-enabled sensor nodes collect and transmit the real-time data of the patients. Sensor nodes connect to the server through the wireless access point.

3.1.4. Wireless Access Point

Usually, a wireless access point has a wired connection to the server and provides wireless connectivity to other devices.

3.1.5. Patient

A patient is an entity that is admitted to the hospital for treatment. Different types of IoT-based sensor nodes are attached to the body of the patient. IoT-based nodes collect data about the vital signs of the patient and send them to the doctor for treatment.

3.2. Adversary Model

The Dolev–Yao adversary model was introduced in 1983. It is applied for the cryptanalysis of the proposed security models [46]. All possible controls that can be performed by adversaries such as duplicating the messages, modification of traffic, and wrongly updating are considered to prove the analysis. For example, an intruder attempts to listen in on a conversation and gain right of entry into personal data. Considering the adversary model in an IoT-based healthcare environment, the attacker can change the frequency rate for controlling the patient’s vital signs consisting of coronary heart rate, blood stress, and blood glucose ranges. Cyberattacks can result in severe results such as patient death, economic loss, and a bad reputation for the healthcare system.

3.3. Security Goals

The proposed scheme describes prominent security features.

3.3.1. Key Exchange and Mutual Authentication

In the hospital network, very sensitive data are exchanged between several nodes and users. Users can access critical data remotely. Mutual authentication between remote users and servers is required for secure communication. Remote users exchange symmetric keys
and then perform authentication to avoid the anonymity of the users. The mutual remote user authentication process blocks unauthorized access to the network and data.

3.3.2. Anonymity of Identity

The adversary searches for loopholes or weak points in the systems. An intruder wants to access confidential data such as user identity, password, secret keys, etc., to perform MITM attacks and impersonate attacks. So, the identity of the remote users and devices must be kept anonymous while messages are exchanged. If an adversary attempts to access the network or data by using malicious attacks, then the system should deny such attempts.

3.3.3. Data Privacy

Sensitive and private data such as user identity, passwords, secret keys, patient records, etc., are exchanged in the hospital network. If the data are leaked, then this may affect the reputation of the hospital. So, data must be exchanged confidentially and no one should have access to the data. For data privacy, cryptography and hashing techniques are used with secret keys.

3.3.4. Freshness and Message Integrity

If data are altered by an intruder, this also causes damage to the hospital’s reputation. So, security systems used in hospitals should ensure the freshness and integrity of the transferred data. Random numbers and timestamps are used for data freshness.

3.3.5. Lightweightness

IoT-based devices are resource-constrained in terms of low computing power, short memory, and short battery. The nodes can only execute restricted computations. So, security systems should be designed with lightweight cryptosystems that perform only simple arithmetic operations, hash functions, and bitwise XOR.

4. Proposed Scheme

Within this section, we introduce a streamlined authentication system designed for remote users. The scheme we propose encompasses several stages, including user registration, sensor node registration, login, secret key establishment, and mutual authentication, as shown in Figure 2. In Table 2, you will find a comprehensive list of notations and their corresponding explanations, which were employed throughout this research.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DoctorU</td>
<td>Doctor as a user</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SN</td>
<td>Sensor node</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNID</td>
<td>Identity of the sensor node</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>Server</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDD</td>
<td>Identity of the doctor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSWD</td>
<td>Password of the doctor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIDD</td>
<td>Hash-based identity of the doctor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HPSWD</td>
<td>Hash-based password of the doctor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N1, N2</td>
<td>Randomly generated two secret natural larger numbers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ND, NS</td>
<td>Numbers generated by the doctor and server</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RD, RS</td>
<td>Results sent by doctor and the server</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KS</td>
<td>Symmetric session key</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>⊕</td>
<td>Bitwise XOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hash (.)</td>
<td>Hash function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HMACD</td>
<td>Hash value sent by the doctor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HMACS</td>
<td>Hash value sent by the server</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.1. User Registration Phase

As compared to other research studies [38–40,42,44,45], the user registration phase of our proposed scheme is very simple. A doctor must register themself on the server as a user. Sometimes, doctors need to access real-time patient health information remotely. During the registration, the doctor chooses a unique identity as an $ID_D$ and a strong password as a $PSW_D$. For security reasons, the hash-based identity of the doctor must be
generated as $HID_D$ and the hash-based password as $HPSW_D$ by concatenation of identity and password in a hash function, as described in Equation (1) and Equation (2), respectively.

$$HID_D = \text{hash}(ID_D)$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

$$HPSW_D = \text{hash}(ID_D \parallel PSW_D)$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

The server stores the secret credentials of the users along with email addresses and mobile numbers in its database. If the identity of the user is the same as one already saved in a database, then the server rejects it.

4.2. Node Registration Phase

Before sending the real-time authentic credentials, the communication node which is a sensor device receives registration in the server and then transmits information. The server maintains the identification and status of communication nodes composed of sensors. At the sensor node registration, RA assigns a unique identity as $SN_{ID}$ to every sensor node in the healthcare system. The server saves the identity and status of the sensor node in the server’s database.

4.3. Session Key Exchange Phase

Before accessing devices and data, the authentication process is conducted. Before authentication, a key must be exchanged between the remote user and the server. We follow a simple and strong symmetric key exchange in Algorithm 1. Session key exchange processes are described as follows:

**Step 1:** The doctor enters identity as $ID_D$ and password as $PSW_D$ in the device (smartphone). The device computes hash-based identity as $HID_D = h(ID_D)$ and hash-based password as $HPSW_D = h(ID_D \parallel PSW_D)$. The device sends $HID_D$ to the server for verification. When the server receives the login information of the remote user, then the server verifies it against its database. If the login information is not correct, then the server terminates the connection. If the login information is correct, then the server randomly generates two larger numbers, $N_1$ and $N_2$. The server computes $N_1^* = (N_1 \oplus HPSW_D)$, $N_2^* = (N_2 \oplus HPSW_D)$, and sends them to the remote user. The doctor receives the values of $N_1^*$ and $N_2^*$ from the server and derives $N_1$ and $N_2$ from $(N_1^* \oplus HPSW_D)$ and $(N_2^* \oplus HPSW_D)$, respectively.

**Step 2:** The doctor generates a larger random number $N_D$. The random number’s size is 128 bits. The doctor’s device multiplies the random number $N_D$ with $N_1$, adds $N_1$, and computes the result, as shown in Equation (3). The device multiplies $Res_D$ with the second number $N_2$, adds both numbers $N_1$ and $N_2$, and calculates the final result $FR_D$ as shown in Equation (4). The device sends $FR_D$ to the server for a session key of size 128 bits calculation. The final result $FR_D$ is not a key. So, if an intruder catches it, then the intruder cannot retrieve the key.

$$Res_D = (N_D \times N_1) + N_1$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

$$FR_D = (Res_D \times N_2) + N_1 + N_2$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

**Step 3:** When the server receives the final result $FR_D$ by the doctor’s device, then the server extracts the hidden number $N_D$ by using both numbers $N_1$ and $N_2$, respectively. The server subtracts the numbers $N_1$ and $N_2$ and obtains the result $Res_S$ as shown in Equation (5).

$$Res_S = FR_D - (N_1 + N_2)$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

The server extracts $N_D$, as presented in Equation (6).

$$N_D = (Res_S/(N_1 \times N_2)) - 1$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)
Step 4: Similarly, the server generates a larger random number of $N_S$ and sends $FR_S$ to the doctor. The doctor extracts the hidden number $N_S$ by following the same procedure, as shown above.

Step 5: When both sides have shared secret numbers $N_D$ and $N_S$ with each other, then both sides compute bitwise XOR of $N_D$ with $N_S$, calculate mod with M, and obtain the final session key $K_S$ on both sides secretly, as shown in Equation (7), where M is a variable that stores the larger value of size 128 bits.

$$K_S = (N_D \oplus N_S) \mod M$$ (7)

The same session key is exchanged between the remote user (doctor) and the server. The key would be used in security services such as mutual authentication, data confidentiality, and data integrity over vulnerable public networks. Figure 3 shows the complete process of session key exchange and mutual authentication among server and remote user.

**Algorithm 1 Proposed Key Exchange Algorithm**

**Require:** M is a variable that stores the value of size 128 bits. The server registered the clients and saved the identity and password of the clients $HID_C$ and $HPSW_C$

1: Client Sends $HID_C$ to Server: $HID_C \rightarrow$ Server  
2: if $HID_C = HID_D$ then  
3: Server generates $N_1, N_2$ and sends to client secretly $N_1^* \text{ and } N_2^* \rightarrow$ Client  
4: Client generates a larger random number as $N_C: \text{ } N_C \leftarrow \text{rand()}$  
5: if $N_C = 0$ then  
6: Go to Step 4  
7: end if  
8: Set $C = (N_C \times N_1) + N_1$  
9: Set $R_C = (C \times N_2) + N_1 + N_2$  
10: Client sends $R_C$ to Server: $R_C \rightarrow$ Server  
11: Set $r_C = R_C - (N_1 + N_2)$  
12: Set $N_C = (r_C / (N_1 \times N_2)) - 1$  
13: Server generates a larger random number as $N_S: \text{ } N_S \leftarrow \text{rand()}$  
14: if $N_S = 0$ then  
15: Go to Step 13  
16: end if  
17: Set $S = (N_S \times N_1) + N_1$  
18: Set $R_S = (S \times N_2) + N_1 + N_2$  
19: Server sends $R_S$ to Client: $R_S \rightarrow$ Client  
20: [Client performs the same process from 11 to 12]  
21: /* Client and server compute the same key as */  
22: Set $K_S = (N_C \oplus N_S) \mod M$  
23: if $K_S = 0$ then  
24: Go to Step 4  
25: end if  
26: else  
27: Connection Terminate  
28: end if

4.4. Mutual Authentication Phase

After sharing the secret key, the mutual authentication process is performed to ensure the legitimacy of the remote users. We propose a simple method of mutual authentication using a “Hash-based Message Authentication Code” (HMAC) and a symmetric session key. The HMAC generates a fixed-length message code that can be used in the authentication. The hashing value depends upon the hashing algorithm [47]. The server and doctor’s device generate HMAC by using an IP address, a session key $S_K$, and a random number in hashing algorithm SHA-256, as shown in Equation (8) and Equation (9), respectively.
Random numbers and session keys ensure the freshness of the HMAC because, in every new session, random numbers and session keys will be changed.

\[
HMAC_D = SHA - 256 (IP\ Address_D \parallel N_D, K_S) \tag{8}
\]

\[
HMAC_S = SHA - 256 (IP\ Address_S \parallel N_S, K_S) \tag{9}
\]

The server and doctor’s device send HMAC to each other for mutual authentication. Both sides calculate HMAC and verify it. If any one side does not verify it, then the established connection is terminated immediately on either side. If authentication is performed, then the server fetches the patient’s record of that doctor and displays it on the device. For security reasons, the doctor can only access their patient’s records remotely.
5. Security Analysis

In this section, we prove the robustness of our proposed security model by using informal security analysis and formal security analysis by using different tools.

5.1. Informal Security Analysis

Our scheme’s strength against various attacks, including password guessing, brute force, impersonation, replay, forgery, denial of service, man-in-the-middle, and perfect forward secrecy, has been substantiated through informal security analysis, as documented in [30].

5.2. Formal Security Analysis

In this section, we prove the robustness of our proposed scheme against known attacks through “Burrows-Abadi-Needham” (BAN) logic and the “Automated Validation of Internet Security Protocols and Applications” (AVISPA) simulation tool.

5.2.1. BAN Logic

BAN logic is a symbolic logic system that is used for analyzing security protocols. It focuses on ensuring that various security properties are held in a protocol. The detailed BAN logic analysis for the user registration phase of our proposed protocol, including equations and explanations, is given below:

1. Initial Assumptions;
   - Doctor D trusts the server S.
   - Doctor D chooses a unique identity $ID_D$ and a strong password $PSW_D$.
   - The hash function is used for generating $HID_D$ and $HPSW_D$ for secure communication.
   - The server S securely stores the secret credentials of users, including email addresses and mobile numbers.
   - The server S verifies the identity of the user based on the stored data in its database.
   - The database is secure and safe.

2. Idealized Protocol Model;
3. Protocol Description;

BAN Logic Formal Analysis for User Registration Phase:

- Doctor D selects a unique identity $ID_D$ and a strong password $PSW_D$.
- Doctor D computes hash-based identity $HID_D = \text{hash}(ID_D)$ and hash-based password $HPSW_D = \text{hash}(ID_D \parallel PSW_D)$.

Server S receives $HID_D$ for Verification:

- Doctor D sends $HID_D$ to server S for verification.
- Server S checks the received $HID_D$ against its stored database to verify the identity.
- If the identity is correct, server S proceeds; otherwise, it terminates the connection.

Equations and BAN Logic Analysis:

1. Initial Assumptions (Idealization);
   - D believes $S, K_S$ is secure: $D|S, K_S$.
   - D chooses a unique identity and strong password: $D|ID_D, PSW_D$.
   - D believes the hash function is secure: $D|\text{hash}(ID_D)$.
   - S securely stores user credentials: $S|\text{Secrets}$.
   - S verifies identities based on stored data: $S|\text{Verified}$.
2. Idealized Protocol Model (Idealization);
   - Doctor D sends $HID_D$ to server S for verification: $D \rightarrow S: \{HID_D\}$.
   - Server S verifies $HID_D$ in its database and verifies the identity: $S \rightarrow D: \{\text{Verified}\}$.
3. Protocol Description (Formalization);
- Doctor D believes that the server S has received $HID_D$: D|S: {$HID_D$}.
- Doctor D believes that the server S has verified the identity: D|S: {Verified}.

- Doctor D believes that server S has verified the identity based on the received $HID_D$: D | S: {$HID_D$, Verified}.
- Server S securely stores user credentials: S|{Secrets}.
- Server S verifies identities based on stored data: S|{Verified}.
- Doctor D has securely registered with server S: D|S: {Registered}.

BAN Logic Analysis

The user registration phase ensures that doctor D can securely register with server S using a unique identity and a strong password. The server S verifies the identity based on the stored data, and the protocol ensures that only legitimate users can register. The protocol guarantees that the chosen identity and password are used correctly. This BAN logic formal analysis demonstrates that the user registration phase of the protocol satisfies the security properties and is designed to prevent unauthorized access. Similar analyses can be performed for other phases of the protocol as needed.

5.2.2. AVISPA

We employed a widely utilized, open-source, and reputable tool known as AVISPA to validate security objectives. In AVISPA, programmers utilize the “High-Level Protocol Specification Language” (HLPSL) to write code, which is then converted into the “Intermediate Format” (IF) using HLPSL2IF. Following the execution, AVISPA provides one of three specific outcomes: “safe”, “unsafe”, or “inconclusive”. In the context of AVISPA, the channel is susceptible to all the attacks outlined in Section 3.2. Our proposed scheme consists of two basic roles of entities: The user device as a client and the server as a gateway. These basic roles comprise agent details as C and S. The description of the basic roles of the agents also includes crypto-operations, local declarations, channel (dy), initial state, and transitions to limit the boundaries of evaluation. Other roles are environment role and session role. The environment role specifies the global constants, knowledge of the intruder primarily based on the adversary model (dy), and the information of all the communication sessions between authentic and unauthentic communicating entities. The AVISPA code is publicly accessible on GitHub [48]. The simulation results reveal that, in the backend, the OFMC (Observational Finite Model Checker) algorithm explored 466 nodes up to a depth of four layers in just 0:53 s to confirm the protocol’s safety against security threats. Similarly, the CL-AtSe (Compositional Logic for Attack and Security) tool in the backend analyzed 48 states in just 0:04 s to assert the protocol’s safety, as shown in Figure 4.

![Figure 4. Simulation results from OFMC and CL-AtSe on AVISPA.](image-url)
6. Performance and Comparative Analysis

In this phase, we examine the overall performance of our proposed scheme with other existing schemes in terms of computation cost, messages passing cost, and safety functions.

6.1. Computation Costs

The computation cost means the total time it takes to complete the different crypto operations during the key agreement and authentication phases. Normally, it measures in milliseconds (ms). We specified the expected unit time costs of several activities that were completed during a simulation [49]. The computation cost for one XOR operation is 0.002 ms, one hash operation is 0.0005 ms, concatenation is 0.0004 ms, random number generation is 0.0052 ms, and one arithmetic operation is 0.0004 ms.

Table 3 indicates the assessment outcomes of computational expenses between our proposed scheme and other associated schemes. Comparative analysis shows that our proposed scheme, including the key exchange procedure, consumed less envisioned computational time compared to other present schemes. Our proposed scheme reduced computation costs by up to 37.68% compared to [42].

Table 3. Computation cost comparison.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Schemes</th>
<th>Total Computation Cost</th>
<th>Estimated Time (ms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[38]</td>
<td>$44T_H + 15T_\oplus + 127T_| + 4T_{ran}$</td>
<td>0.1236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[39]</td>
<td>$9T_H + 27T_\oplus + 15T_| + 4T_{ran}$</td>
<td>0.0853</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[40]</td>
<td>$25T_H + 38T_\oplus + 28T_| + 2T_{ran}$</td>
<td>0.1101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[42]</td>
<td>$28T_H + 13T_\oplus + 38T_| + 2T_{ran}$</td>
<td>0.0656</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[44]</td>
<td>$9T_H + 17T_\oplus + 26T_| + 5T_{ran}$</td>
<td>0.0749</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[45]</td>
<td>$10T_H + 27T_\oplus + 17T_| + 2T_{ran}$</td>
<td>0.0762</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed</td>
<td>$4T_H + 6T_\oplus + 3T_| + 4T_{ran} + 22T_A$</td>
<td>0.0448</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.2. Transmission Costs

The communication cost refers to the cumulative computation of various transmissions that have traversed the communication channels during the phases of key agreement and authentication, which is typically quantified in bits. For ease of communication evaluation, we defined the size of different variables such as the timestamp as 32 bits, the random number as 128 bits, the identifier as 128 bits, and the hash value as 256 bits, respectively. Our proposed approach incurs a communication cost of $(128 + 256 + 128 + 128 + 256 + 256 = 1152)$ bits, spread across six messages. As illustrated in Figure 5, the comparative analysis of communication expenses is presented, contrasting our proposed method with alternative related strategies. The comparative assessment reveals that our suggested approach, which integrates the key exchange technique, experiences notably lower estimated communication overhead in comparison to various preexisting methodologies. Specifically, our proposed method achieves a reduction in communication costs of up to 32.55% when compared to the approach discussed in reference [42].
7. Conclusions and Future Directions

This study introduced efficient, lightweight, and secure symmetric key exchange and remote user verification methods for advanced IoT-driven smart healthcare systems. The approach employs uncomplicated procedures combined with a unidirectional hashing function, XOR operations, and arithmetic calculations for both the session key exchange and remote user verification stages. It offers substantial security against recognized threats like replay attacks, MITM attacks, DoS attacks, and others. Furthermore, we illustrated that our proposed method incurs minimal computational and communication expenses in comparison to existing methods. Specifically, the computational workload was reduced by up to 37.68%, and communication expenses were lowered by up to 32.55%, as contrasted with earlier approaches in this field. Consequently, we conclude that our suggested method is highly suitable for IoT-based smart healthcare scenarios that work with limited resources.

In future work, we plan to focus on data sovereignty, ethical and legal requirements with data sharing, and environmental costs regarding the CO$_2$ footprint. Data sovereignty issues will be addressed through access control, data localization, and data encryption. Environmental costs related to CO$_2$ footprint issues will be addressed through a transition to renewable energy sources such as solar and implementing energy-efficient technologies.
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